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yield upper bounds on the time omplexity of PROG-SAT and EQN-SAT. In partiular,we give a quasi-polynomial time algorithm for a lass of solvable, non-nilpotent groups. Wealso unover a tight relationship between the omplexity of PROG-SAT for groups and theonjeture that any bounded-depth iruit built solely of MODm gates requires exponentialsize to ompute AND [2℄.When M is an aperiodi monoid, we prove that PROG-SAT is solvable in polynomialtime when M belongs to the variety DA and is NP-omplete otherwise. This is in sharpontrast with the fat that there are aperiodis lying outside DA for whih EQN-SAT is inP and others for whih it is NP-omplete.We also investigate the omplexity of #PROG-SAT and show that it is #P-ompletefor aperiodis outside of DA and non-solvable groups, but that it is in #L for monoids inDA and not #P-omplete under polynomial-time transformations for a sublass of solvablegroups, inluding nilpotent groups.Finally, we disuss the relative omplexity of PROG-SAT and EQN-SAT and the lo-sure properties of lasses of monoids for whih these problems are in P. Setion 2 outlinesthe neessary bakground on �nite monoids and programs over monoids. Setions 3 and 4desribe our results for groups and aperiodi monoids respetively. Finally, the di�erenesamong the two problems are explored in Setion 5 and open questions are presented in theonlusion.2 Preliminaries2.1 Finite monoidsA monoid M is a set with a binary assoiative operation and an identity. This operationde�nes a anonial surjetive morphism evalM :M� !M byevalM (m1m2 : : :mk) = m1 �m2 � � �mkwhih just maps a sequene of monoid elements to their produt in M . In this paper, wewill only be onsidering �nite monoids, with the exeption of the free monoid A�.We say that a monoid N divides monoid M and write N �M if N is the homomorphiimage of a submonoid of M . A lass of �nite monoids M is said to be a (pseudo-)varietyif it is losed under diret produt and division. Varieties are the natural way of lassifying�nite monoids.In partiular, �nite groups and solvable �nite groups form varieties.A monoid M is aperiodi or group-free if no subset of it forms a non-trivial group or,equivalently, if it satis�es mt+1 = mt for some integer t and all m 2 M . We will also beinterested in the subvariety of aperiodis alled DA. The monoids in DA are the aperiodissatisfying (stu)nt(stu)n = (stu)n, for some n � 0. It is known that M belongs to DA i�for all F � M the set fw 2 M� : evalM (w) = m 2 Fg an be expressed as the disjointunion of languages of the form L = A�0a1A�1a2 : : : akA�k where ai 2 M and Ai � M andthis onatenation is unambiguous, meaning that if w 2 L then there is a unique way offatoring w as w0a1w1 : : : akwk with wi 2 A�i [8℄. This variety is omnipresent in investigationsof omplexity-related questions on �nite monoids [9, 12℄.We will also be partiularly onerned with two aperiodi monoids BA2 and U that donot belong to DA. They are the transition monoids assoiated with the following partialautomata (missing ars map to an impliit sink state):
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UBoth BA2 and U have 6 elements (namely f1; a; b; ab; ba; 0g) but in BA2 we have a2 =b2 = 0 while in U we have b2 = 0 but a2 = a. Note also that for both monoids we havebab = b and aba = a.Lemma 1. Let M be a �nite aperiodi monoid that does not belong to DA. Then eitherU �M or BA2 �M .BA2 and U are thus minimal outside DA. A proof of this lemma an be found in [11℄.The wreath produt of two monoids M;N , denoted M ÆN is the set MN �N with anoperation de�ned as (f1; n1) � (f2; n2) = (f1f 0; n1n2)where f 0 : N !M is de�ned as f 0(x) = f2(xn1). Note that the produt xn1 is well de�nedsine x 2 N . A group G is solvable i� it divides the wreath produt of yli groups. (A proofof this fat and a detailed introdution to �nite monoids and algebrai automata theory anbe found in [3, 7℄.)2.2 Programs over monoidsThe formalism of programs over �nite monoids (or non-uniform DFA's as they were �rstreferred to) was introdued by Barrington [1℄ to show the equivalene of NC1 and bounded-width branhing programs.An n-input program over M is a sequene of instrutions� = (i1; s1; t1)(i2; s2; t2) : : : (il; sl; tl)where the ij 2 [n℄ are bit positions in the input and sj ; tj 2M . Given an input x 2 f0; 1gn,the program � outputs the string �(x) = w1w2 : : : wl where wj = sj if the ithj bit of theinput is 0 and wj = tj if this bit is 1. We say that a language L � f0; 1gn is reognized bythis program if there exists F �M suh that x is in L i� evalM (�(x)) is in F .There is a deep onnetion between suh programs and sublasses of NC1. In partiular,a language is in NC1 i� it an be reognized by a program over a �nite monoid. SimilarlyAC0 is exatly the lass of languages reognizable by programs over aperiodi monoids andCC0 iruits (polynomial size bounded depth iruits using only MODm gates) orrespondto programs of polynomial length over solvable groups. A omplete survey of suh resultsan be found in [5℄.Given an n-input program � over a monoidM and a target set F �M , the PROGRAMSATISFIABILITY problem (denoted PROG-SATM ) is to determine whether there existsx 2 f0; 1gn suh that �(x) evaluates to m 2 F . We will also study the orrespondingounting problem #PROG-SAT.Determining the satis�ability of a program over M is always at least as hard as deter-mining the satis�ability of equations over the same monoid.



Lemma 2. For any �nite monoid M , EQN-SATM �P PROG-SATM .Proof. Suppose the equation has t variables. The equation 0Xi11 : : : Xinn = m an be sat-is�ed i� the followingM -program over t�jM j variables an be satis�ed: we replae every on-stant i by the instrution (1; i; i) and eah ourrene of the variable Xi by a sequene ofjM j instrutions querying variables Yj1 ; : : : ; YjjMj of the form (Yj1 ; 1;m1)(Yj2 ; 1;m2) : : : (YjjMj ; 1;mjMj)where m1 : : :mjMj are the elements of M . Note that for any m 2M , there is an assignmentof the Yj 's suh that this sequene of jM j instrutions evaluates to m.As we will see, the onverse of this fat is not true and we will highlight the di�erenesin the omplexity of these two similar problems.Note that throughout these notes, we (shamelessly) assume that P 6= NP .3 GroupsIt was shown by Goldmann and Russell in [4℄ that EQN-SATG is NP-omplete for any non-solvable group G. They also proved that both EQN-SAT and PROG-SAT an be solved inpolynomial time for a nilpotent group. Using Lemma 2, we thus know that PROG-SATG isalso NP-omplete for non-solvable groups. It is muh easier, however, to prove this diretlyusing well known properties of programs over these groups.Theorem 1. For any non-solvable group G, we have PROG-SATG is NP-omplete and#PROG-SATG is #P-omplete.This follows from the fat [1, 10℄ that given a boolean formula  (X1; X2; : : : Xn), wean, for any non-solvable G build an n-input program �(X1; X2; : : :Xn) whose length ispolynomially related to the length of  and suh that �(b1; b2; : : : bn) = 1 i� the truthassignment (b1; b2; : : : bn) satis�es  . We an thus transform SAT and #SAT to PROG-SATG and #PROG-SATG respetively.The omplexity of both EQN-SAT and PROG-SAT for solvable non-nilpotent groups islosely tied to whether or not there exist programs over these groups omputing the ANDin sub-exponential length. We will say that a �nite group G is AND-strong if there existsa family of polynomial length programs over G omputing AND. We will say that G isAND-weak if programs over G omputing the AND of t variables require length 2
(t).As we have mentioned, all non-solvable groups are provably AND-strong, but the onlygroups known to be AND-weak are groups whih divide the wreath produt of a p-group byan abelian group. In partiular, these inlude S3 and A4. It has been onjetured, however,that all solvable groups are AND-weak or, equivalently, that CC0 iruits require exponentialsize to ompute AND (see [2℄ for a detailed disussion).Theorem 2. If G is AND-weak then PROG-SATG is solvable in quasi-polynomial time.Proof. We laim that if a program in s variables over G an be satis�ed, then it an besatis�ed by an assignment of weight logarithmi in the length of the program. Suppose not.We de�ne the weight jxj1 of x 2 f0; 1g� as the number of 1's in x. Let w be a minimalweight satisfying assignment, with jwj1 = k. Assume W.L.O.G. that the �rst k bits ofw are 1. By �xing Xk+1; : : : ; Xs to 0, we obtain a program over G whih is omputingthe AND of k bits beause w was assumed to have minimal weight. Sine G is AND-weak, we must have n � 2
(k), so k � O(logn). It is thus suÆient to onsider only theO(� nO(logn)�) = O(nO(log n)) assignments of weight at most k, so we have a quasi-polynomialtime algorithm.



Similarly, PROG-SATG an be shown [4℄ to be in P for a nilpotent group G by using thefat [2, 6℄ that a satis�able program over a nilpotent group an be satis�ed by an assignmentof weight bounded by a onstant independent of the program's length.Sine we do not know that all solvable groups are AND-weak, we would like to give resultson the omplexity of EQN-SAT and PROG-SAT for solvable groups whih are unrelatedto their omputational power. However, the following theorem shows how losely tied thesetwo questions really are.Theorem 3. If G is AND-strong, then PROG-SAT is NP-omplete for the wreath produtG Æ Zk for any yli group Zk of order k � 4.Proof. We want to build a redution from 3-SAT. De�ne the funtion fg0;g1 : Zk ! G asfg0;g1(x) = (g0 if x = 0g1 if x 6= 0Also, denote by id the funtion suh that id(x) = 1G for all x 2 Zk. Consider now thefollowing 3-input program over G Æ Zk� = (1; (id; 0); (id; 1)) (2; (id; 0); (id; 1)) (3; (id; 0); (id; 1)) (1; (fg0;g1 ;0); (fg0;g1 ;0))(1; (id; 0); (id;�1)) (2; (id; 0); (id;�1)) (3; (id; 0); (id;�1))First note that the Zk omponent of �'s output will always be 0. Note also that the middleinstrution's output is independent of the value of the bit queried. It is also the only in-strution a�eting the GZk omponent of the output. This omponent is a funtion f suhthat f(0) = g1 if one of the input bits is on and f(0) = g0 otherwise. To see this note thatwhen we exeute the middle instrution, the produt in Zk so far is not equal to zero i� oneof the instrutions yielded a +1. Thus, � is reognizing the OR of these three variables.Suppose that there are m lauses in the 3-SAT instane. By assumption there is a G-program of length m that omputes the AND of m variables. If we replae every instrution(i; g0; g1) by a program over G ÆZk as above, we obtain a program of length 7 �m whih issatis�able i� the 3-SAT instane is satis�able.The wreath produt of a solvable group by an abelian group is also solvable and, as we ansee from the proof of Theorem 2, super-polynomial lower bounds on the length of programsreognizing the AND over a group G translate into sub-exponential upper bounds on thetime omplexity of PROG-SATG. Thus, assuming that no sub-exponential time algorithman solve an NP-hard problem, there exists an AND-strong solvable group i� there exists asolvable group for whih PROG-SAT is NP-omplete.We have seen that #PROG-SAT is #P-omplete for non-solvable groups. In ontrast,that problem is not #P-omplete under polynomial time transformations for any nilpotentgroup. Indeed, a program over a nilpotent group is either unsatis�able or is satis�ed by aonstant fration of the inputs [6℄. This immediately disquali�es it as a #P-omplete problemsine most problems in #P fail to have this property. Similarly, a polynomial length programover an AND-weak group an not, by de�nition, have only a single satisfying assignment.#PROG-SAT is thus not #P-omplete for these groups either.For an abelian group A, ounting the number of satisfying assignments to a program isin #L. The #L mahine only has to guess the assignment one bit at a time. Then, sanningthrough the program � it an alulate the e�et of this hoie on the output of � usingommutativity. Similar ideas do not seem to yield good algorithms for #PROG-SAT forsolvable or even nilpotent groups in general. We thus know for groups:



EQN-SAT PROG-SAT #PROG-SATNilpotent in P in P #L for abelian, not #P-ompleteAND-weak groups in Quasi-P in Quasi-P not #P-ompleteNon-Solvable NPC NPC #P-omplete4 Aperiodi monoidsIn the ase of groups, we have no evidene of any signi�ant di�erene between the om-plexity of solving equations versus that of satisfying programs. The situation is remarkablydi�erent in the ase of aperiodi monoids. In this setion, we haraterize the sublass ofaperiodis for whih PROG-SAT an be solved in polynomial time but show that thereare aperiodis for whih PROG-SAT is NP-omplete but EQN-SAT belongs to P. We arealso able to make expliit the link between the algebrai properties of an aperiodi and theomplexity of the orresponding #PROG-SAT problem.Theorem 4. For any monoid M in the variety DA, PROG-SATM is in P.Proof. As we mentioned, for any monoid M in DA, the sets fw : evalM (w) = m 2 Ffor some F � Mg an always be expressed as the disjoint union of languages of the formA�0a1A�1 : : : akA�k, where ai 2M , Ai �M .Hene it is suÆient to onsider the at most � lk� k-tuples of instrutions of the programof length l that ould be held responsible for the presene of the subword a1a2 : : : ak. Foreah of them, we need to hek if there is an assignment suh that the output of the programbelongs to A�0a1A�1 : : : akA�k and that an learly be done in linear time.Theorem 5. For any monoid M in the variety DA, #PROG-SATM is in #L.Proof. The idea is similar. The #L mahine will guess whih k-tuple of instrutions yieldthe bookmarks a1; : : : ; ak. It then non-deterministially guesses the value of eah of the nvariables and heks that this never makes an instrution sitting between ai and ai+1 outputan element outside Ai. Only (k+1) indies are kept in memory throughout the omputation.Let us look now at the two minimal examples of aperiodi monoids that do not belongto DA.Theorem 6. EQN-SAT for BA2 is NP-omplete.Proof. We use a redution from EXACTLY-ONE-IN-3 SAT. Eah variable vi in the 3-SATinstane is represented by two variables v+i and v�i representing vi and its omplement in theequation. We build the following equation with target ab. First, we onatenate, for eah ithe segments abv+i v�i bv�i v+i b and for eah lause e.g. (vi; vj ; vk) we onatenate abv+i v�j v+k b.It is easy to see that the �rst half of the equation fores us to hoose one of v+i ; v�ias 1 and the other as a. If we now interpret a as TRUE and 1 as FALSE, the equation issatis�able i� we an hoose assignments to the vi suh that in every segment e.g. abv+i v�j v+k bexatly one of the variables is set to a.Atually, it should be lear that a similar proof will provide the same result for a largerlass of aperiodis outside DA. The only properties of BA2 that we are using are:{ a; b generate the same two-sided ideal J and this ideal is maximal.



{ If bxb generates the two-sided ideal J then x = a.{ If xy = yx = a then either x = 1 or y = 1Although these onditions do not seem to be natural, let us simply mention that they aretrue of almost all inverse aperiodi monoids outside of DA1. (A monoid M is said to beinverse if for all m 2M , there is an x 2M suh that mxm = m and xmx = x.)At this point, one might be tempted to onjeture that EQN-SAT is NP-omplete forany aperiodi outside of DA, but this is not the ase:Theorem 7. EQN-SAT for U an be deided in polynomial time.Proof. To show this we will use the fat that, in U , axa = a whenever x 6= 0. Intuitively, weuse the fat that a's are our friends. In partiular, we have that if xyz = a then xaz = a.We will show that for any target, if the equation is satis�able then it an be satis�ed by anassignment with a very preise struture. We are given the expression E : 0Xi11 : : : Xinnand a target m.If m = 0, the equation is trivially satis�able by setting any variable to 0, and if m = 1,it is satis�able, by setting all the variables to 1, i� all the i's are 1. Sine the equation is 0if any of the i is 0, we will assume that the onstants are non-zero.If m = a, then E is satis�able i� it is satis�ed when all the variables are set to a, namelywhen we have both 0 2 f1; a; abg and n 2 f1; a; bag.If m = ba, and E an be satis�ed, then it an be satis�ed by one of the O(n) assignmentsof the following form: all the variables ourring before some point j in the equation (whihmight be a onstant or a variable) are set to 1, the variable at point j is set to ba and theother variables are set to a. To see this, onsider any satisfying assignment to E. If the �rstb in the indued string omes from a onstant, then all the variables that were ourringbefore it must have been set to 1. Moreover, all we have to insure now is that there are noonseutive b's in the suÆx. So we an set all the variables that haven't yet ourred to awithout a�eting the target. If the �rst b ours in a variable, the same reasoning shows thatwe an set this variable to ba and the variables not yet onsidered to a. It is thus suÆientto hek a linear number of possible assignments to deide satis�ability.The ase m = ab is handled in a similar, symmetrial way.Finally if m = b, it suÆes to onsider the following O(n2) assignments: variables our-ring before some j or after some k are set to the identity, the variable at point j is set to baor b, the one at point k to ab or b, and all remaining variables are set to a. Again, if we nowonsider any satisfying assignment and all j and k the �rst and last ourrene of b in theindued word over M�, then we know that all variables ourring before j or after k wereset to 1. The variable or onstant at point j must be a b or ba, the one at point k being bor ab and we still have a satisfying assignment if we set the rest of the variables to a.The example of U also proves that the omplexity of EQN-SAT and PROG-SAT an beradially di�erent sine we also have:Theorem 8. PROG-SATU is NP-omplete and #PROG-SATU is #P-omplete.Proof. The program �i = (Xi1 ; b; ba)(Xi2 ; 1; a)(Xi3 ; 1; a) : : : (Xik ; ba; a) (over U) outputs baif one of the Xij 's is set to 1 and 0 otherwise. By onatenating suh �i's we get a program1 The monoid a�ionados will note that this is true for an aperiodi having a non-trivial J -lassjust below the identity with a single idempotent in eah R-lass.



whose output is ba if all �i's have one of their input variables set to 1 and 0 otherwise. Sowe an simulate a CNF formula and obtain a redution from SAT.It is lear that this redution is parsimonious, hene the #P-ompleteness result.From Theorem 6, we know that PROG-SATBA2 is also NP-omplete. It is lear that onean get a parsimonious redution from EXACTLY-ONE-IN-3 SAT to PROG-SATBA2 usingan idea similar to that of the previous proof. #PROG-SATBA2 is thus also #P-omplete.We an summarize the situation for aperiodi monoids in the following table:EQN-SAT PROG-SAT #PROG-SATDA in P in P #LBA2 NPC NPC #P-ompleteU P NPC #P-ompleteOutside DA ? NPC #P-ompleteIn this table, the laims about the omplexity of PROG-SAT and #PROG-SAT for anyaperiodi outside DA follow from the omplexity of these problems for BA2 and U , as weshall see in the next setion. Note also that the question mark should be interpreted as \itseems that no natural algebrai ondition aptures the answer" more than \we have no ideawhat happens here".5 Closure properties and EQN-SAT vs PROG-SATOne would expet that when EQN-SAT (or PROG-SAT) is easy to solve for monoid M;N ,the problem is also easy for submonoids and homomorphi images of M or N as well as forM �N . However, the previous setion provides us with a ounterexample to this intuition:EQN-SATU�U is in P but BA2 is a submonoid of U �U with EQN-SATBA2 NP-omplete.In a perfet world, the lasses of monoids for whih EQN-SAT and PROG-SAT belongto P would form varieties. Although this is not the ase, at least for equations, these lassesdo have interesting losure properties whih further highlight the slight di�erene in thenature of the two problems.Theorem 9. The lass ME = fM : EQN-SATM 2 Pg is losed under fators (homomor-phi images) and diret produts.In ontrast, the lass MP = fM : PROG-SATM 2 Pg is losed under fators (homo-morphi images) and formation of submonoids.Proof. ME is losed under �nite diret produts sine an equation over the produtM �Nan simply be regarded as a pair of independent equations for whih satis�ability an beheked individually.For losure under fators, suppose we are given an equation E over the fator N ofmonoidM . We an build an equation E0 overM by replaing eah onstant by an arbitrarypre-image. If for any pre-image of the target we an �nd an assignment overM satisfying E0then we an map this to a satisfying assignment over N for E. Moreover, if E is satis�able,then E0 must be satis�able for some pre-image of our original target and there are only�nitely many pre-images to try.MP is also losed under fators using a similar argument. We simply have to hooserepresentatives for the pre-images of any element of the smaller monoid. Then the program



over the larger monoid an be satis�ed for at least one pre-image of the original target i�the original program was satis�able.Finally,MP is losed under submonoids in a trivial way. Note that instrutions of an in-stane of PROG-SAT over the submonoid produe, by de�nition, elements of the submonoid.The target of this instane is also in the submonoid. So if we an deide satis�ability overthe larger monoid, we an naturally use this to deide satis�ability over the submonoid aswell.This theorem atually justi�es our laim of the previous setion that PROG-SAT is NP-omplete for all aperiodis outside ofDA. Indeed, PROG-SAT is NP-omplete for both BA2and U and any aperiodi outside DA has one of them as a divisor. Sine the intersetionof MP with aperiodi monoids is exatly DA, a variety, it is losed under diret produts.However, we do not know how to prove this fat diretly. The situation an be summarizedby the following table:Closed under Diret produts Fators SubmonoidsME YES YES NOME\ aperiodis YES YES NOME\ groups YES YES ?MP ? YES YESMP\ aperiodis YES YES YESMP\ groups ? YES YESThere are a few additional omments to make here. Intuitively, ME is not losed undersubmonoids beause we have no mehanism to guarantee that the variables are only assignedvalues in the submonoid. The proofs in [4℄ used the notion of \induible" subgroups, i.e.subgroups for whih suh a mehanism does exist. Our results seem to show that this is aneessary evil.On the other hand, PROG-SAT is easy for submonoids but ould be hard for diretproduts. We an ertainly view a program over M � N as a pair of programs on M andN respetively whih are both satis�able if the original program is, but, onversely, thereis no obvious way to hek whether the sets of satisfying assignments for eah of them aredisjoint or not. Thus, polynomial time algorithms for PROG-SATM and PROG-SATN donot seem to help us get an algorithm for PROG-SATM�N , however we have the followingpartial result:Theorem 10. Suppose N is suh that PROG-SATN is in P, then for any M 2 DA ,PROG-SATM�N is also in P.Proof. Let us �rst look only at theM -omponent of the program. As in the proof of Theorem4, we an onsider eah of the polynomially many k-tuples of instrutions that an giverise to the bookmarks a1; a2; : : : ak. For any variable Xi, we an now hek if setting it to0 or 1 auses some instrutions to throw us out of the unambiguous onatenation L =A�0a1A�1 : : : akA�k. This will fore an assignment on some of the variables (or even prove thatthe target is unreahable given this k-tuple) and leave others free. Given these restritions, wenow look at the program over N obtained after applying these restritions. By assumption,satis�ability for this program an be heked in P.The respetive losure properties of ME and MP indiate that beyond their apparentsimilarities, EQN-SAT and PROG-SAT present di�erent omputational hallenges.
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